
In one of those brief but intensely evocative fragments from Minima
Moralia, Theodor Adorno asks pointedly, “What does it mean for the sub-
ject that there are no more casement windows to open, but only sliding
frames to shove,” no portals to close “discreetly,” but only doors to be
“slammed”?1 If modern subjects learn to slam and shove, rather than latch
and release, how will their general experience of movement be transformed?
“What does it mean for the subject” if, under the sway of advanced tech-
nology, only gestures “precise” and “brutal” may be executed within the
modernist regime?

Adorno is worried that the loss of even the smallest gestures, involv-
ing the wrist or forearm, reveals a “withering of experience,” a change in
the “most secret innervations” of human beings as they navigate an inter-
subjective and object world. Similar to many thinkers of the gestural before
him, Adorno recognizes the extent to which both instrumental and com-
municative gestures encode, express, and perpetuate the values of speciWc
historical and cultural formations. Adorno thus provides a useful starting
point for a volume on gestures and their migration because he understands
gesturing to be more than simply a conduit of socialization, a technē that
constitutes subjects in a thoroughly mechanical and predictable way. He
also knows that gestures offer opportunities for kinesthetic experience;
they “innervate,” or stimulate, the nerves of a bodily part, and thus allow
the body to achieve a certain awareness and knowledge of itself through
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Introduction

Carrie Noland

What characterizes gesture is that in it nothing is being produced

[facere] or acted [agere], but rather something is being endured 

and supported [gerere].

—Giorgio Agamben, “Notes on Gesture”
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movement. A further but unexplored implication of Adorno’s observation,
then, is that by retrieving gestures from the past, or by borrowing gestures
from another culture, subjects can actually produce new innervations, dis-
cover new sensations to feel. The essays collected in this volume follow
Adorno’s cue insofar as they demonstrate, in a rich variety of ways, that
gestures migrate (as well as disappear) and that in migrating they create
unexpected combinations, new valences, and alternative cultural meanings
and experiences. In a world of inescapable global circulation, gestures,
too, undergo appropriations and enjoy afterlives that change their initial
function.

It is arguable, then, that the “withering of experience” Adorno feared
to have been brought on by the industrial rationalization of gestural rou-
tines—the expelling “from movements [of ] all hesitation”—has not resulted
in a reduction of gestural possibilities (although the speciWc innervations
they afford may indeed have suffered alteration). Instead, as the essays in-
cluded here propose, gesturing may very well remain a resource for resis-
tance to homogenization, a way to place pressure on the routines demanded
by technical and technological standardization. Consequently, it is incum-
bent upon us to undertake a contemporary theorization of gesture that
sees gesture as supporting the survival of the past while potentially engen-
dering meanings that bear that past toward an unpredictable future. By
following the migration of gestures across many Welds (geographical, dis-
ciplinary, and medium-speciWc), this volume aims to provide a convincing
narrative both of the ways in which bodies become socialized, submitted
to historical forces, and, alternatively, of the ways in which bodies exert
agency by drawing on the kinetic energies of a moving self.

Migrations of Gesture represents an attempt to think through the var-
ious ways in which gestures shape and are shaped by sociohistorical imper-
atives and transnational displacements. Sally Ann Ness, an anthropologist
and dance ethnographer, and myself, a critical theorist and scholar of the
European avant-garde, join forces here to offer readers a heterogeneous
set of disciplinary and interdisciplinary perspectives on gesture. The impe-
tus for our collaboration is the recognition that gesture, as a mobile term,
has accrued considerable critical currency in a variety of scholarly domains
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and yet has remained dramatically undertheorized as a cross-disciplinary
vehicle. Derived from the Latin verb gerere, to carry, act, or do, gesture
may be conceived in multiple and sometimes conXicting ways: as move-
ment intimately and exclusively related to the body and its expressiveness
(phenomenology); as conventionalized movement belonging to a system
of signiWcation imposed by culture upon the body (semiotics, linguistics,
and rhetoric); as movement situated within operating chains responsible
for producing knowledge, culture, and even types of consciousness (anthro-
pology, paleontology, and Marxism); and as movement that is not exclusively
related to the body but generated instead by any apparatus—including the
body understood as apparatus—capable of being displaced in space (decon-
struction and new media studies). In this volume, we juxtapose a variety of
approaches to gesture, each one associated with a different disciplinary or
theoretical perspective, in order to draw out the value of the term as a
hermeneutic and interdisciplinary tool. We believe that thinking about
cultural production and subject construction through the category of ges-
ture allows scholars from different domains to move back and forth be-
tween an organic, phenomenal understanding of human sign production
(as expression or experience based) and a historicist, semiotic understand-
ing of how the “human” is itself constructed through gestural routines.

As a corporeal practice engaging the Xeshly human being, gestures
have often been seized as the least conventionalized of signs, the most nat-
ural and performative in the sense that they are permeable to physiologi-
cal idiosyncracies of execution. Gestures, as conceived by Condillac and
Husserl (to take the most well-known examples), are closest to natural
expression and therefore indexical of the presence and intentionality of an
individual human subject.2 For Merleau-Ponty, to cite another seminal Wg-
ure, gestures are not only productive of communication between agents,
they also provide the individual agent with a private somatic experience of
his or her own moving body.3 And yet, as poststructuralists have persua-
sively argued, gestures are a technē, a language, even a semiotic regime;
within any given culture, gestures inevitably become—or, to put it more
strongly, already are—conventional and arbitrary rather than spontane-
ous and motivated; they are iterable and easily detached from the speciWc 
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contexts of their performance. The event of gesture can in fact furnish a
semiotic material to be appropriated, manipulated, and reinvested with
meanings that potentially have very little to do with the somatic experi-
ence of the subjectivities executing them.

The tension between the two positions—gestures as indexical of sub-
jectivity and presence versus gestures as signiWers for meanings generated
by the mechanics and conditions of signiWcation itself—can be sensed in
many of the most important treatments of gesture published over the last
forty years. Jacques Derrida’s seminal essays on Antonin Artaud, “La parole
soufXée” and “The Theory of Cruelty and the Closure of Representation,”
examine the epistemological problems that arise when gesture is accorded
the privilege of the inaugural, the singular, the authentic, and the unmedi-
ated.4 Likewise, art historians Mary Kelly, Richard Schiff, and Amelia
Jones have considered the ways in which the artistic gesture—materialized
in the brushstroke, drip, or other “painterly signiWer”—can come to sig-
nify not a speciWc motor action or somatic experience but instead “authen-
ticity” itself, the nonreproducibility and thus the marketability of the
work of art. “The [art] object’s investment with artistic subjectivity,” writes
Kelly, “is secured by gesture . . . his person, his image, his gestures.”5 In a
similar vein, dance theorist Mark Franko has emphasized the tension be-
tween presentation and representation in his groundbreaking essay, “Mim-
ique,” included in this volume.6 Building on Derrida’s treatment of dance
as writing, gesture as inscription, Franko argues that while gesture can be
read as a trace functioning within a trace structure, it nonetheless differs
from other types of traces in that it requires physical embodiment, the
support of a human body. Franko suggests that deconstruction’s under-
standing of gestures as signs caught in and generated by a system of sig-
niWcation neglects the ways in which the body’s singularity—its gender,
race, size, scope of movement, and so on—necessarily inXects the gener-
alizing momentum of the signifying process, bringing into play embodied,
performance-speciWc, and therefore noniterable instantiations of meaning-
making forms of movement.7

In recent years, the notion that gesture is a form of personal experi-
ence as well as a conveyer of abstract and predetermined meaning has been
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rigorously explored by theorists of acting, performance, and ritual. Dance
ethnographers in particular have been attentive to the affective content of
kinesthetic sensations produced by the act of gesturing, seeking to extend
Merleau-Ponty’s mid-twentieth-century work on embodiment to claim the
status of knowledge for the somatic experience of motility.8 In her contri-
bution to this volume, dance ethnographer Deidre Sklar relates the expe-
riential content of gesturing to the memory of previous instantiations of
the gesture and thus to a type of knowledge, both cultural and personal,
encoded in communicative or ritualized physical acts. For Sklar, the lived
experience of executing a gesture is as important an object of study as the
symbolic dimension of the gesture, if only because the one—the subject’s
experience of gesturing—potentially inXects the other—the transmission
of meaning the gesture enables.9 Understanding how these two dimen-
sions are interrelated is a primary goal of other essays in this volume as
well. Ketu H. Katrak, Sally Ann Ness, and Carrie Noland all seek to deter-
mine how symbolizing (making culturally meaningful marks) feels as well
as how feeling informs the shapes meaning takes. Whereas it is rare for a
semiotician to consider the ways in which the experience of producing a
sign (orally, scripturally, or corporeally) contributes to a sign’s contour,
dynamics, duration, or communicative force, in contrast, several of the
theorists included here focus explicitly on the experiential and thus con-
tingent dimension of sign-making itself.

Further, as contributions by Lesley Stern and Blake Stimson demon-
strate, the emotional experience of the gesturing subject/sign can generate
affective and even mimetic responses on the part of the viewer. Performed
gestures have the capacity to move us—in all senses.10 As types of “mod-
eled energy” (Eugenio Barba’s term), gestures give shape to affects that
might not have precise, codiWed, or translatable meanings. The gap
between the “maintained” gestural routine (produced through training,
redundancy, acquisition of impersonal skills) and the “modulated” ges-
tural routine (emerging as a result of the more particularized energies of
the performer) suggests that there resides within the performance of ges-
ture a moment of negativity, an unpredictable force of nonidentity in
mimesis countering the signifying potential of the conventional sign. If
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Catherine Cyssau is correct and “there is a manifest presence of the nega-
tive that a gesture brings into being . . . [which causes] a suspension of the
interpretive regime,”11 then gesture cannot be reduced to a purely semi-
otic (meaning-making) activity but realizes instead—both temporally and
spatially—a cathexis deprived of semantic content. That is, gesture can
indeed transmit a predetermined, codiWed meaning, but it can also—and
simultaneously—convey an energetic charge or “vitality affect” that over-
Xows the meaning transmitted.12 To some extent, all iterable signs pos-
sessing material (graphemic, phonic, phenomenal) supports “overXow” their
conventional meanings. However, gestures dramatize this extra-semantic
dimension of signs, dependent as they are upon actual living bodies
charged with eros, affect, and corporeal materiality. It is while gesturing—
and thus while signing—that a body displays most clearly the extent to
which it remains “at war with itself as a sign.”13

A variety of approaches—from Wlm studies to dance ethnography—
have thus emerged to contest the tendency of Foucauldian and decon-
structive analyses to reduce bodily experience to purely semiotic (or, more
narrowly, in Foucault’s case, discursive) mediations.14 When poststruc-
turalist treatments of gesture threaten to dissociate entirely corporeal signs
from the subjects performing these signs, scholars of culture oriented
toward phenomenological (or, in some cases, materialist) approaches remind
us that the body is a source of experience—and therefore of knowledge—
as well as a support for the transmission of knowledges already con-
gealed.15 As Thomas Csordas states unequivocally in “Somatic Modes of
Attention,” “meaning cannot be reduced to a sign.” He then adds, how-
ever, that the necessary “critique [of a purely semiotic perspective] should
not be construed as negating the study of signs with respect to the body,
but as making a place for a complementary appreciation of embodiment
and being-in-the-world alongside textuality and representation. [Semi-
otics and phenomenology] are complementary and not mutually exclusive
standpoints. . . .”16

This volume is dedicated to engaging semiotic, phenomenological,
and historicist perspectives in an attempt to realize the project Csordas
envisages. In concert with Csordas, the contributors seek to theorize the
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meaning of gestural signs from a large number of interdisciplinary points
of view, challenging the linguistic model conventionally used to explain
corporeal sign languages by attending to the somatic, experiential, aes-
thetic, cultural, and contextual dimensions of gesturing. The contributors
understand gesturing to be an activity that relies both on the singular and
the iterative, the improvised and the convention-bound. It is clear—and
must always be kept in mind—that gesturing is not a purely spontaneous,
autogenerated mode of self-expression, for while employing an individual
body (and motivated by the anatomical speciWcities of that body), gestures
also depend on an arbitrary signifying system as well as a speciWc cultural
and geographical location of performance and reception from which they
draw, in large part, their meaning. Without the constraints of convention,
gestures could not be recognized as gestures; they would lose their afWnity
with other types of intentional marks and appear instead to be isolated
instances of uninXected movement or inexpressive motor response.17

The editors of this volume thus propose the study of gesture as a
bridge between discourses privileging the biological body, subjectivity,
and somatic experience on the one hand and, on the other, discourses
indebted to a deconstructive critique of embodiment as a staging of the
body through structures of signiWcation that are not necessarily the body’s
own.18 A crucial category for the study of meaning-making as a whole,
gesture is at once evidence of the body’s implication in systems of signiW-
cation and a reminder of the body’s fragility and resistance to inWnite
deferral. The goal of this volume is to articulate a multifaceted theory of
gesture that takes into account both the complex corporeality of gestur-
ing and the mediations that corporeality undergoes as it seeks to address
the Other—that is, culture and its signs.

A central consideration that has been left out of many studies of ges-
ture is the extent to which location—understood both as the place where
the gesture is executed and the support upon which the gesture is in-
scribed—contributes to determining the way in which the gesture signiWes.
Location is one of those messy contingencies, such as gender and ethnic-
ity, that a deconstructive model sometimes fails to integrate fully into its
account of how corporeal signs acquire and transmit meaning. The speciWc
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contribution of postcolonial and diaspora studies in this regard is to sug-
gest that when gestures change location, when they migrate from one site
of performance to another, they in fact confront a different reception and
may even be experienced in a new way. As Lesley Stern advances in her
essay “Ghosting,” every instantiated gesture is, in a sense, its own undoing
in that its displacement—from body to body, from temporality to tempo-
rality, from one medium to another, or from one cultural location to
another—unWxes the gesture from its inscription in a trace structure and
releases it into potentially new networks of expressiveness based not on
the differences among (gestural) signs but on the differences among the bod-
ies executing them. It clearly matters where, when, and by whom the ges-
ture is executed. The energy of the gestural can be harnessed to represent
but also to construct ethnicity, sexuality, or class status. Psychological or
emotional states are expressed as well as brought into being through ges-
tures, and such states can come to deWne a culture’s structures of feeling,
transmitted from one generation to the next but also modiWed and in some
cases utterly transformed by a generation that has been displaced. It is
because gesture is such a potent means of cultural self-deWnition (and
identiWcation) that it merits attention from theorists of the diasporic con-
dition.19 As embodied signiWers, gestures are more vulnerable to dehis-
cence (less Wxed by convention to their signiWeds) than are scriptural
signs; for that very reason, however, gestures invite reinvestment and thus
play a large but hitherto unexamined role in (the performance of ) dias-
poric experience.

As can be seen, the title of this volume closely associates the phe-
nomenon of migration with the act of gesturing. The contributors intend
the word migration to be taken literally, as referencing the voluntary and
involuntary historical displacements of human, gesturing populations from
one geographic location to another. However, many of the essays in the
volume also evoke the more Wgurative connotations of the word. As Wlm
scholars Akira Lippit and Lesley Stern suggest, gestures can “migrate”
from one support to another: a certain way of waving the arm Wnds its way
from a proWlmic body to a purely celluloid body invented by an editor; a
gesture executed by a falling body is imitated by—and displaced onto—
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the boom of a camera as it continues the swooping motion a proWlmic
body initiated. In the realm of painting, drawing, or molding, gestures are
in a sense always being displaced. The marks left on a support evidence
gesture’s migrations from hand and instrument to Wber or stone. Finally,
while it is clear that gestures migrate from one physical location to another,
it can also be shown that gesture, as a semiotic structure, migrates from
one disciplinary location to another. The particular relation gestures estab-
lish between a body and a sign is understood in different ways by discrete
disciplines. Gesture in the domain of dance theory means something quite
different from gesture in the domain of art history. Generally, when dance
theorists talk about gesture, they are referring to a body movement that
occurs in the limbs (the head being considered a limb), as opposed to pos-
ture, which is static, or ambulation, which involves traversing a space.20

Art historians rarely make this same distinction, since all painted, sculpted,
or photographed gestures are necessarily static, suggesting movement but
frozen in place. Further, dance theorists often conceive of gesture as a
nonverbal form of communication that expresses speciWcally that which
words cannot. In contrast, linguistic anthropologists speak of gesture as a
preverbal rather than a nonverbal language; gestures foreshadow what words
will eventually be able to do in their place.21 In literary theory, gesture
often signiWes the act of evocation as opposed to indication; an argument
might “gesture toward” a corollary point without, however, formulating it
in words. Finally, in Wlm and performance studies, gesture is often related
to “styles” of acting; histrionic gestures are differentiated from everyday
gestures, melodrama from naturalism. Here, gestures are understood as
belonging to “gestural regimes,” codes of expressive movement that neatly
associate a particular movement with a particular meaning in a consistent
and readable way.22

Several of these discrete deWnitions of gesture appear in the follow-
ing essays, and no effort has been made to smooth over the friction that
arises among them. Each essay pursues in a different direction the itinerary
of the term gesture as it migrates from one disciplinary territory to another,
creating links and revealing aporias that could not have been envisioned in
advance. The tensions created by incompatible understandings of gesture
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(and by differing accounts of gesture’s constitutive role) have been addressed
directly at the end of the volume in a conclusion authored by Sally Ann
Ness. Responding to the multiplicity of perspectives represented, Ness
advances an inclusive agenda for inter- or cross-disciplinary work: to inves-
tigate how, both “within and outside the constraints of culture and its con-
ventions,” freedom to reinvent the moving body is, or could be, acquired.
Ultimately, our hope is that this collection of essays will inspire similar
attempts on the part of other scholars trained primarily in one discipline
(or in an interdisciplinary Weld) to share their distinctive methodologies,
knowledges, and points of view.

In the Wrst essay of the volume, “The Inscription of Gesture: Inward
Migrations in Dance,” Ness sets out to discover what it would mean to
take the poststructuralist view, that gesture is a form of inscription, as lit-
erally as possible. Studying the anatomies of two dancers (belonging to
two different dance traditions, the classical ballet and the classical Indian
Bharata Natyam), Ness demonstrates how repeated gestural routines can
actually leave lasting imprints on the body. She makes the case that bone
deformations should be read as inscriptions and that further, such inscrip-
tions are evidence of thought as well as movement and discipline. The body
becomes a kind of monument, a support that archives the gestures it has
performed. Its deepening marks are evidence of self-correction, acquisition
of knowledge and skill, testimonials to a methodological and reasoned way
of being in the world. Gestural routines, in that sense, can be seen as writ-
ings on the body insofar as they simultaneously signify and cause to be
embodied a particular manner of being in the world.

In “Physical GrafWti West: African American Gang Walks and Semi-
otic Practice,” Susan A. Phillips studies a cultural form in which gesture
and writing coincide in an even more literal manner. Instead of approach-
ing the body as a surface upon which gestural routines are inscribed, Phillips
analyzes a practice in which the body itself becomes a stylus, an instru-
ment for tracing out letters in space. She follows the history of African
American gang–related dances (Crip Walking, Blood Walking, Pueblo
Stroll, Villain Dance) as they evolve from earlier forms, such as the Cake
Walk, noting the necessarily covert nature of communicative, inscriptive
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practices when forced to function in an environment of oppression and
erasure. Migration is a fundamental part not only of the history of African
American bodies but also of the history of their expressive practices; these
practices, as Phillips shows, move from medium to medium (tattoos to
grafWti to hand gestures) and from locale to locale (cotton Welds to urban
neighborhoods to Internet Web sites). By choosing to privilege dance as
one of the most powerful—and literate—forms of resistance available, gang
members “bind what is supposedly insulated from physicality (writing) to
the very epicenter of sensation, feeling, and emotion (the body).” In this
way, they cause gesturing—primarily with the feet but also, as in Wnger
dancing, with the hands—to take on an overtly political as well as semi-
otic resonance.

The political resonance of particular gestures is also the concern of
Blake Stimson. In “Gesture and Abstraction,” Stimson contrasts the pho-
tographic series of Henri Cartier-Bresson and Robert Frank, arguing that
they instantiate two opposed understandings of how the gesture of pho-
tography creates empathy and community among human subjects. By “the
gesture of photography,” Stimson refers to the pressure of the Wnger on
the camera’s shutter, that tiny, operational gesture that nonetheless pro-
duces meaning. In the case of Cartier-Bresson, the shutter-release gesture
(and the photograph that results) is intended to capture the “decisive
moment” when the photographer seizes the universal quality—“human-
ity”—embodied in an individual subject’s gesture. Conversely, in the case
of Frank, the shutter-release gesture does no more than register the en-
counter missed, the transcendence refused (glances never meet, heads rotate
in incongruous directions). Universality is not embodied in the moment
seized by a photographer’s eye; rather, the particular subject and his or her
gesture is abstracted, made into just another instantiation of what it is to
have a body. Stimson concludes that the gesture of abstraction, or the ges-
ture that abstracts, is a photograph of something akin to Adorno’s “remain-
der,” a cumulable but never sublatable embodiment from which, as distinct
remainders ourselves, we must turn away. The failure of intimacy cap-
tured in the subjects’ isolated, incomplete gestures produces affects in the
viewer. Visitors to an exhibition of Frank’s photographs must move from
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one framed shot to another, compelled to turn their heads away from ges-
tures that do not satisfy a need for closure. Empathy, as mimesis, occurs,
but only as mutual recognition of the profound alienation and noniden-
tity that makes us both incomplete and free to move on to new deWnitions
of the human.

Deidre Sklar’s essay, “Remembering Kinesthesia: An Inquiry into
Embodied Cultural Knowledge,” approaches gesturing from quite a differ-
ent angle. Sklar is less concerned with the way gestures create meanings
(or inscriptions) than with the kinesthetic sensations they engender. She
insists that the kinesthetic sensations resulting from movements have them-
selves a kind of meaning, one that cannot be resolved into or mapped onto
other systems of signs. Particularly relevant to Sklar are aspects of ges-
tural (not necessarily aestheticized) movements pertaining to the experi-
encing of a quality, or type of vitality, such as soft and caressing or uneven
and agitated. Inspired by the work of child developmental psychologist
Daniel Stern, Sklar attempts to clear a ground for a consideration of “the
cross-modal apprehension of kinetic dynamics as they are differentially
developed in different cultural communities.” She wants the feeling of ges-
turing, in other words, to be both body-speciWc, a communion of the self
with the self, and culture-speciWc, a relationship of the self to kinetic
dynamics organized according to the categories generated by a cultural
regime. Sklar suggests that cultural organizations of thinking might owe an
unacknowledged debt to ways of moving, both as organizations of sensory
content and as responses to sensory content experienced by animate bodies.

Sklar’s effort to reintroduce the lived experience of the organic body
into discussions of gesture is countered by Akira Mizuta Lippit’s attempt
to detach gesture from any organic anchor whatsoever. In “Digesture: Ges-
ture and Inscription in Experimental Cinema,” Lippit focuses not on the
organic body but on the Wlmed or inscribed body, whose gestures become
the primary material for the editor’s construction of inorganic acts. Lippit
is particularly interested in the found footage Wlms of the experimental
Wlmmaker Martin Arnold—passage à l’acte, pièce touchée, and Alone. Life Wastes
Andy Hardy—in which the small hand, facial, and head gestures of Judy
Garland and Mickey Rooney are freeze-framed and repeated hundreds of
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times before the action moves forward. Lippet claims that Arnold uses
these spliced gestures as mechanisms for disrupting the meaning usually
associated with them. Gestures become a purely visual, as opposed to a
visual and kinesthetic, phenomenon. Operating at once as signifying and
a-signifying forms, drained of their culturally recognizable meanings and
yet released into new dramas, these Wlmed and spliced gestural interludes
challenge the traditional association of the body’s gestures with sponta-
neous feeling and the organic (anatomical) possibilities of human bodily
expressiveness. For Lippit, Arnold’s procedures indicate that it is possible
to produce Wlmed gestures by means of a body that is not responsible for
those gestures organically. At the same time, however, Lippit’s study makes
clear that even if Judy Garland is not responsible for performing the ges-
tures the editing accords her, it is still Garland’s body—as manipulable
representation but also as a morphological limit to manipulation—that
executes that gesture.

Carrie Noland is also concerned with the potentially mechanical and
repetitive nature of gesturing that Lippit’s essay brings to the fore. In
“Miming Signing: Henri Michaux and the Writing Body,” Noland stud-
ies the act of mark-making as a kind of gesturing that allows for a speciWc
kinesthetic experience of rhythm and intensity. Turning her attention to
Michaux’s invented alphabets, his repeated attempts to create series of sign-
like marks, Noland examines the role seriality plays in living the body as
a semiotic entity. As Noland documents, Michaux is explicitly concerned
with discovering, through marking, what kinds of movements are required
to make a mark look like a sign. His imitations of the calligraphic stroke
recall and reinforce the modeling of energy required to inscribe signs; but
at the same time, these repeated strokes also introduce minute variations
into the sign-making gestural routine. These variations in the routine con-
stitute what she calls “gestural performatives,” movement sequences that
bring into being a writing, gesturing body existing in the moment of per-
formance alone.

Lesley Stern’s “Ghosting: The Performance and Migration of Cine-
matic Gesture, Focusing on Hou Hsiao-Hsien’s Good Men, Good Women”
furthers the notion that bodies take on identities through the performance
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of gestures. Analyzing speciWc passages in Good Men, Good Women by Tai-
wanese director Hou Hsiao-Hsien, Stern pursues the manner in which spe-
ciWc gestures migrate from one character to another, one temporality to
another, and one medium to another. The central migration in question,
however, concerns the transfer of gestures from human bodies to mechan-
ical apparati: Stern asks whether it is possible to speak of the Wlm camera,
for instance, as performing in a “gestural” manner. Through a close read-
ing of a scene in a Taipei bar in which a man’s body falls to the Xoor, Stern
reveals how the proWlmic gestures of the actor are leached of affect as this
affect is displaced onto the movements of the camera. Stern suggests that
not only does the camera reenact, mechanically, the gestures of a live body
by imitating—or “ghosting”—the proWlmic sweeping movement of falling,
but more, the gestures of the live body are themselves mechanical reenact-
ments. That is, the gestures produced by the actors at one point in the Wlm
can be shown to be ghostly reenactments of bodily gestures executed at
another point in the Wlm. To this extent, then, gestures are not organic or
even organically inXected expressions of a body but instead elements in
what Stern calls a “histrionic” gestural regime, a kind of language or sys-
tem of inscription.

While Stern evokes the term migration Wguratively to refer to the
displacement of affect (and action) from body to apparatus, Ketu H. Katrak
pursues the implications for gesture of literal migrations—here, the con-
crete displacements of Indian-born dancers to the shores of Southern Cal-
ifornia. In “The Gestures of Bharata Natyam: Migrating into Diasporic
Contemporary Indian Dance,” Katrak researches the changes in meaning
and experience that occur when a generation of Bharata Natyam teachers
relocate far from the site of Bharata Natyam’s origin and then teach a gen-
eration of American-born, ethnically Indian dancers how to perform the
original gestures of the dance form. Katrak begins by describing the intri-
cate and layered use of gestures in Bharata Natyam: rhythmic feet, arm,
and hand movements; codiWed hand and head gestures that, in speciWc
sequences, convey stories and legends; and Wnally, the equally codiWed
hand and head gestures that render the emotional states of the characters 
represented. She studies how expressive, representative, and emblematic
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gestures all change meaning as they migrate across continents and are mixed
with gestures taken from modern American and European dance forms.
Of particular interest to Katrak is the Indian concept of rasa, which is 
the aesthetic pleasure experienced both sensually and intellectually by the
dancer. Katrak discovers that when the dance is displaced, rasa is experi-
enced differently; even if the body models the same gesture, the gesture’s
meaning, and thus the affect or spiritual quality associated with it, changes
in relation to cultural context and spatial location. The gestures of dance
are thus conceived in Katrak’s piece as capable of transmitting certain
forms of cultural knowledge while failing to transmit others. The contin-
gency of location is a crucial component of the semiotic process in this case.

Finally, Mark Franko’s “Mimique” places even stronger emphasis on
the question of location and its inXuence on the way gestures signify. He
maintains that dance in particular “calls social space into being,” providing
the body with a potentially political, utopian, or critical environment in
which to enact and memorialize performed being. His suggestion that dance
relocates a body within an architectonic space through acts of spacing,
that is, inscription, conWrms—or, I should say, anticipates—the intuitions
of the essays in this volume. Published originally in 1994,23 “Mimique”
instantiates a dancer’s approach to the “inscriptive force of gesture,” bal-
ancing a Wrsthand experience of choreography as lived movement with a
critical theorist’s understanding of the body as a product of inscriptions.
The editors have chosen to republish the essay (accompanied by a new
introduction by Franko) because it initiates a line of thinking seminal for
much of the work collected here. Franko sympathetically but also criti-
cally takes up deconstruction’s emphasis on “gesturality,” proposing that
dance and the study of embodied practices in general might beneWt from
approaching the body’s movements as a form of écriture. At the same time,
however, Franko resists collapsing gestural practices into inscriptive ones.
He claims instead that what “disappears in the course of its [the gesture’s]
own inscription” might very well be Wxed meaning, but it is certainly not
the speciWcity, the incontrovertible presence, of the body itself: “parity
with the trace,” writes Franko, “can prove problematic [for gesture], for
it removes another sort of presence from dancing: the presence of dancing
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subjects themselves in their gendered, cultural, and political distinctive-
ness.” Most salient and subtle about Franko’s analysis is that it simultane-
ously sustains and contests deconstruction’s rapprochement between the
embodied and the disembodied sign.

In conclusion, it could be argued that gestural signs are materially dif-
ferent from other types of signs: they require, after all, a corporeal support.
In this sense, gestures have to be considered as events, singular performances
that draw, to be sure, on culture-speciWc (as well as gender-, race-, sexuality-,
and class-speciWc) conventional vocabularies but are never performed twice

in exactly the same way. It is equally possible, however, to advance the opposed
argument: that gestures, as iterable, possess a deeper afWnity with mechan-
ical apparati than phenomenological approaches allow us to admit. As sev-
eral contributors acknowledge, not only do humans act like machines when
they gesture, but machines can execute gestures too. We should therefore
question the “organic,” somatic origins of gesture and consider instead the
role of mechanical prostheses in the generation, preservation, and trans-
mission of that which is supposedly bodily and expressive. The tension be-
tween these two opposed but codependent perspectives is at the heart of
the volume you now hold in your hands.

Notes
1. Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia (New York: Verso, 1996), 40. Origi-

nally published in German in 1951.
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(New York: New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1984), 90, 95. In the domain of
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tures of the artist); see Georges Didi-Huberman, Devant l’image (Paris: Minuit,
1990), and his preface to Philippe-Alain Michaud, Aby Warburg et l’image en mou-
vement (Paris: Macula, 1998).

6. Mark Franko, “Mimique” in Bodies of the Text: Dance as Theory, Literature
as Dance, ed. Ellen W. Goellner and Jacqueline Shea Murphy (New Brunswick,
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1995).

7. On the analogy between linguistic traces and gestural traces, see also
Franko, Dance as Text: Ideologies of the Baroque Body (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1993) and Susan Leigh Foster, “Textual Evidences,” in Goellner and Mur-
phy, Bodies of the Text. More recently, André Lepecki has returned to the analysis
of dance as a trace structure in “Inscribing Dance” (Of the Presence of the Body: Essays
on Dance and Performance Theory, ed. André Lepecki [Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan
University Press, 2004]). Lepecki’s most persuasive contribution is to propose that
the structure of inscription, or trace, as outlined by Derrida, is predicated on the
metaphor of movement: “In Derrida, it is movement—the motion of deferment,
the tracing of the trace, the writing under erasure, the slipping of the tracing—
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itself (see Peggy Phelan, “Thirteen Ways of Looking at Choreographing History”
in Choreographing History, ed. Susan Leigh Foster [Bloomington: Indiana University
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haunted by absence) with alternative phenomenological and anthropological ac-
counts of what the “presence” of the body in/as the sign might mean.
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raphy” in Dance Research Journal 23:1 [Spring 1991]: 6).

9. In a similar vein, Susan Leigh Foster has argued that gestures are not
merely movements but also ideas and that they can be analyzed within the context of
their performance as elements of a choreographic argument. Foster gives intellectual
content to gestures; see, in particular, “Choreographies of Writing” (forthcoming).

10. The relation of gesture to mimesis, or the mimetic impulse (the impulse
to imitate an affect or physical attitude), is a complex issue that deserves a more
thorough treatment than I can provide here. The essays of Blake Stimson and Car-
rie Noland both engage the notion of mimesis and relate it to gesturing. See also
Walter Benjamin, “On the Mimetic Faculty” in ReXections: Essays, Aphorisms, and
Autobiographical Writings, trans. Edmund Jephcott, ed. and intro. by Peter Demetz
(New York: Schocken Books, 1986, c1978); and Michael Taussig, Mimesis and Alter-
ity (New York and London: Routledge, 1993).

11. Catherine Cyssau, Au lieu du geste (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France,
1995), 35. My translation. For a suggestive meditation on gesture as exceeding the
semiotic, see José Gil, Metamorphoses of the Body, trans. Stephen Muecke (Minnesota:
University of Minnesota Press, 1998).

12. On “vitality affects” and their relationship to movement, see Daniel Stern,
The Interpersonal World of the Infant (New York: Basic Books, 2000).
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15. Maxine Sheets-Johnstone and Thomas J. Csordas both posit gesture as
the repository of a tactile-kinesthetic consciousness that does not simply respond
to but also, and more importantly, informs the way in which sign systems—and
especially gestural sign systems—function. See, in particular, Maxine Sheets-
Johnstone, The Primacy of Movement (Amsterdam: J. Benjamins, 1999) and The Roots
of Power (Chicago: Open Court, 1994); Thomas J. Csordas, Body/Healing/Meaning
(New York: Palgrave, MacMillan, 2002).

16. Thomas J. Csordas, “Somatic Modes of Attention” in Csordas, Body/
Healing/Meaning, 243.

17. In this light, it would be worthwhile to consider the distinction made by
Bertolt Brecht between the reXexive gesture and the social gesture (gestus): “Not
all gests are social gests. The attitude of chasing away a Xy is not yet a social gest,
though the attitude of chasing away a dog may be one, for instance if it comes to
represent a badly dressed man’s continual battle against watchdogs. One’s efforts
to keep one’s balance on a slippery surface result in a social gest as soon as falling
down would mean ‘losing face’; in other words, losing one’s market value. The gest
of working is deWnitely a social gest, because all human activity directed towards
the mastery of nature is a social undertaking, an undertaking between men” (“On
Gestic Music” in Brecht on Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic, ed. and trans.
John Willet [New York: Hill and Wang, 1996], 104). Brecht’s distinction is implicitly
rejected by Merleau-Ponty when he insists that the psychic and the physiological,
or the socially saturated and the reXexive and seemingly biological, thoroughly
interpenetrate each other; see “The Body as Object and Mechanistic Physiology”
in Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 84–102.

18. Judith Butler’s work on the way in which the gendered body is consti-
tuted through structures of signiWcation is highly pertinent in this context. Her
characterization of gender as “the repeated stylization of the body, a set of re-
peated acts within a highly rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce
the appearance of substance, of a natural sort of being,” is one that has profound
consequences for any theory of gesture desiring to maintain the anatomical over-
determination, “naturalness,” or expressiveness, of a gestural routine (Gender Trouble:
Feminism and the Subversion of Identity [New York and London: Routledge, 1990],
33). In my contribution to this volume, I pursue the implications for a theory of
gesture of Butler’s approach to “the performative construction” of the gendered
body “within the material practices of culture” (25).

19. A fascinating early study on enculturated approaches to gesturing is David
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Efron’s Gesture, Race and Culture: A Tentative Study of Some of the Spatio-temporal and
“Linguistic” Aspects of the Gestural Behavior of Eastern Jews and Southern Italians in New
York City, Living Under Similar as well as Different Environmental Conditions (The
Hague: Mouton, 1941). For a discussion of this work, see Sklar’s contribution. For a
wide-ranging set of meditations on the cultural speciWcity of gestural regimes, see A
Cultural History of Gesture: From Antiquity to the Present Day, ed. Jan Bremmer and
Herman Rodenberg, intro. Sir Keith Thomas (Cambridge, U.K.: Polity Press, 1991).

20. On this distinction, see Warren Lamb and Elizabeth Watson, Body Code:
The Meaning in Movement, drawings by Clare Jarrett (London: Routledge and
Kegan Paul, 1979): “Gesture is conWned to a small part of the body, a shake of the
shoulders, curl of the lips, furrowing of the brow, whereas adopting a posture
requires every part of the body to be involved in tension” (3).

21. It should be noted, however, that the conventional view, according to
which expression by means of gestures precedes expression by means of verbal signs
both historically and developmentally, is currently being contested by archeologists
Ian Davidson and William Noble; see their Human Evolution, Language, and Mind:
A Psychological and Archaeological Inquiry (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996). Further, scholars in linguistics, physical anthropology, and psychology are
becoming increasingly interested in the crucial role gestures play in the development
of other languages. See especially Kendon, Gesture: Visible Action as Utterance; and
Language and Gesture, ed. David McNeill (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2000). Kendon and Cornelia Müller have launched a journal devoted entirely to the
study of gesture, entitled, appropriately, Gesture; the editorial statement explains
that the journal “is intended to facilitate the integration of the emerging Weld of
‘gesture studies’” and invites the submission of “reports of original empirical
research, historical inventions and theoretical views on any aspect of gesture and from
any perspective” (Gesture 3:1 [November 2003], editorial page; original emphasis).

22. Bertolt Brecht’s theory of the gestus is again pertinent in this regard. See,
for instance, “A Short Organum for the Theatre,” “On Gestic Music,” “On Exper-
imental Theatre,” and “On Rhymeless Verse with Irregular Rhythms” in Brecht on
Theatre: The Development of an Aesthetic; and Elin Diamond, Unmaking Mimesis: Essay
on Feminism and Theater (New York: Routledge, 1997).

23. The version of “Mimique” found in this volume was originally published
in Bodies of the Text: Dance as Theory, Literature as Dance, ed. Ellen W. Goellner and
Jacqueline Shea Murphy (Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1994).
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